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The role of subsolidus convection in the icy
However, below certain temperatures, the reaction rates of most phase changes are exceedingly slow [Bridgeman, 1912] Table 1 gives the values of mechanical and thermal parameters used in the stability analyses.
Most of the numerical constants do not vary greatly with temperature.
However, the relevant layer thickness D is strongly dependent on the thermal evolution of a satellite (e.g., the ice III and ice V layers disappear completely at low temperatures).
Therefore, D is the most uncertain of the parameters listed in Table 1 , but, it is also one of the most influential, However, as the temperature continues to decrease, the phase change will •11ow single layer convection and as the temperature nears approximately 200K, the phase change will enhance whole layer overturn. Although these low temperatures are in the region of very slow reaction rates, the rate of overturn is so small that the phase boundary will likely be maintained at its equilibrium position. For the larger moons that may contain ice polymorphs of density higher than that of ice II, the ice II -ice V phase change always inhibits single layer convection. At depths near possible silicate cores in these moons, the ice VI -ice VIII phase transition will impede single layer overturn while the moon is still relatively warm. As the moon cools, however, single layer convection will be favored and eventually, at even colder temperatures, the phase change will enhance whole layer convection.
